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The Necessity of Achieving a Balanced Ratio Between

c

MinoritylFaculty and Minority students

Introduck6on

This article addresses a basic problem in the area of educational

equity. °The problem is- plat of achieving A balanced ratio of minority

faculty to minoriiy students. It is difficult to define preciiely what

mbalanced rAtiol; means due to the .nature of particular circuastances.

However, fn.purposes of a Working definittOh 1?er.P.4 ley' V,Sume that it.

meant that
,

the percentage of minorities on the faculty would approximate

the'percentage of those iame minorities in the student body. The problem

is preientcd here in terms of its bearing on higher education, but the

reader will easily see implications-for the elementary'and secondAry

levels of education as well...

The Problem

It is generally:acknowledged that most collegei will face the pOssi-
4

bility.of a serious decline in,enrollment over the next two decades. Not

\i
A so widely recognized is the fact that, when the new demographic changes

which are now climbing the educational ladder reach the collegiate rung,

someisigniflcant.variations may occur in the make-up of the college pap-

a, ulat(on. Clark Kerr has staed:."It is quite possible that a greater

proportlion of iminority group members will, in the near future, attend col-
.

lege than of the white majority."1 Giv'en these changesilligher education

may thus become a minority buyer's market. In which event, colleges will .
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have to beéom increasittgly concerned with both minority.student recruitment

and retentIon since these will become critical factors in maintaining their

enrollment and attracting additional minority students. Ai will 6e seen

below, they will also have to become concerned with minority faculty

recruitment and retention.

Many colleges do not presently have large numbers cif minorities in

their student bodies, and perhaps more significantly, they, do not have

many minorities on their faculpies, A number of difficulties will,result

if these colleges dd not achieve a balanced ratio of minority faculty to

minority students: 1) these colleges will seem linocritical in that theY

will not appear to practice the educational eouity,which they preach (in

other words, who is teaching in these colleges will speak louder that what

is taugtit -- "the medium is the message"), 2) minority students will

-suffer from lack 'of role models, 3) counseling of minority'students by

sympathetic minority faculty will be more difficult to achieve 4).in-

novation and the breaking of itereotypes which could'be achieved by a

racial/ethnic balance on the faculty will Le hampered/ahd 5) other social,

economic and oolitidal considerations of a logger range,. 'less spedfic,

less predictable but none the less real character will be'affected. These

difficulties will, most prObably, havelthe effect of inhibiting minority

enrollment and retention. Ther'efore, it will be nefessary for colleges

to work toward a balanced ratio between 6eir.71nority faculty and their

minority student body if the difficultie's described above are to be avoided.

Failure of-Affirmative Aiti-on,

Federally-mandated Affirmative Action programs hale not done a great

,
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deal to bring about this balanded minoritY ratio. They operate.on a legal

lmil-and utilize i systems-analysis approach. They demand a showing of

"good faith effort" rather than a showing of results. There it, however,

a sizeable amount of resistance by majority facultY ah0 'adaripistratille

personnel.to these programs, which are often perceived as forced inter-
,

vent i tin in the traditional academic;process_of autonomous peer selection:

This resistance, coupled with the wealcpro coma effort which the "good

a

faith" principle allows, has rendered Affirmative Action'programs largely

ineffectivev

w

Moral arguments have alsot achteved significantresultsqn brin4- 1

I

y.
ing about a balanced minority i.atto. Again, there is widespread resis-

tance to these arguments because morality is seen by mSny as allowing for

no more than a neutral kind of equal opportunity, as can be seen by the

griming number of "reverse discrimination" suits in the Arts. In sum,

to pursue a balanced minority ratio with arguments based on law,or morality

-

,would seem to be an.unproductive course Of action.

Proposal for alWorkable Solution

No matter how idealistic people's rhetoric might be and no matter

how sincerely they might feel that they are committed to liberal ideals,

.when it comes to the point of action most people usually respond in a
,

-self-interested manner. Therefore, rather than appealing to legal or

moral principle, a more effective course of action might be to appeal to

institutional and individual telf-interest as a means to achieve a balanced

minority ratio. faculty members of colleges, could be brought to understand

that if a balanced minority ratio.is not achieved and if the attendant

'4



. difficulties destribed.inipT "problem" section of this article set in then

growth and even survival of college units or programs -- and consequently,

continued employment of their present personnel --.will-be serfously
,

threatened because oposs of essential minority enrollment. Thus, where

a legal.or moral reason may not provide sufficient motiv4tion to achieve

a balanced'minority ratip, these pragmatic self-interested considerations

of institut;ional stability.and personal job security may provide such mo-

. tivation.

It therefore seems feasible that recruitment and emOoyment should

be'done so as to seek to achieve a balanced milnority ratio between fapulties

and student bodIgs, and,thatthis s.hould-be done basically-for pragmatic
c-- I

self-interested motives. ThisNis 4ertainly not very idealistic, but it
3 V, .1,

will result in'the minority Wane aspect of educa-tiohal'dquity being put,

on an "important.jo survival" basis rather than the present "nice to dos,
%

but not reaqi. necessary" One.
a

A final point concerning equity in.the selection process might be-
/

mentioned, $earch committees'are often known to.report that minority fac-

ulty candidates do-not-meet the criterion of being the "best qualified"

candidate for a position. However, if a college Is in need.of minority

faáulty for reasonS of balance, then a canclidate;.'s Minority status should

be one.factor to be weighed along with such other qualifications as teach-

tng, research, public service, education,and experience, Pragmatic

preference for mi.norit4s could be served in this case without legal

discrimination against majority candidates by:allowing Cara &edit for -

. .

minority race, et0hicity or sei (that is, mhatever category is needed on

6.
_s
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the faculty foi.'balance). The Bakke and the lieber decisions provide

precedent f'or this'kind of approach. Justice Lewis Powell's con,trolling

opinion in the Bakke case mentions a legitimate state interest in an

ethnically diverse studentabody and Iggests how an admissions program

might be structur;ed to provide for this kind of diversity without4vio-
,

*lating the Fourteenth Amendment. On the basis of the arguments made

earlier in this article, and on the basis of the Powell opinion, it woula,

. I

seem that a,state interest in an ethnically diverse faculty, would be seen

by the.Court as equally legittmate. Likewise, J-dstice William Brennan's

'majorIty opinion in the Weber case jiOldS that Title /II's prohibition

of racial discrimination does not condemn all ;Ii:ivate voluntary race-
,-

-

conscious affirmative action plans. Employers are free, according to the
. . : \ IP 4.r . s.

*
Weber decision, to take race-conscious steps.to eliminatemanifestracial

imbalances in traditionally segregated job categories. These could even

,

,extepd to employment. quotas. Collegiate faculty positionrhave ,been

traditionally segregated job categories. Thus, such'en approach as suggested

in this'article would seem to be not onli effective; but well within the law.'

One thing is certainno majority has ever-yielded ground t a min-

ority unless it was perceived to be in the majority's own best interest to do

so. Unle's a Oagmatic approach to' a balanced minority faculty/student body

ratio such as the one described in this article is adopted; the status quo

will not change.

Note

'Kerr, Clark. The Future of Higher Education Today. Institute for the
Study of EdUcational Policy Monitor, 1978, 2, 1-3.


